2017 LOCAL CONTENT AND SERVICE | REPORT TO THE COMMUNITY

The mission of ideastream is to strengthen our communities.
ideastream pursues this mission as a multiple media public service organization by providing
distinctive, thought-provoking programs and services that enlighten, inspire, educate and entertain.
The Ideas family of programs rolled-out new audio and graphics and took the retrofitted and refurbished ideastream Community
Engagement Mobile Unit on the road across Northeast Ohio.
The Ideas family of programs and the Civic Commons visited public libraries 		
across the region to learn more about how community members feel about critical
public issues. Conversation in East Cleveland focused on health concerns. 		
In Sandusky, patrons shared concerns about our environment and Lake Erie.
Lorain residents discussed what the city was doing about its low performing schools,
now under state control.

LOCAL VALUE
ideastream is the consolidation of eight different programs and services that had previously been independently managed: WVIZ/PBS
with five channels of public television service; 90.3 WCPN, Northeast Ohio’s NPR news and public affairs station; WCLV Classical 104.9;
Civic Commons, a community engagement platform; management on behalf of Ohio’s public broadcasting stations of the Ohio Public
Radio and Television Statehouse News Bureau and The Ohio Channel, a statewide public affairs television channel available by
broadcast and on the web; management on behalf of a consortium of local K-12 school systems of NOTA (North Ohio Technology
Association, a broadband interactive distance learning network for K-12 schools) and SMART (Science and Mathematics Achievement
Required for Tomorrow), a professional development program for teachers.

2017 KEY SERVICES
ideastream achieves its mission of strengthening our communities by acquiring, creating and distributing high quality radio, television
and digital content that focuses on topics that Northeastern Ohio residents identify as priorities through The Listening Project.
WVIZ/PBS presents educational, cultural and informational programs 24 hours a day, including 12 hours each weekday for children.
90.3 WCPN and WCLV Classical 104.9 offer 24 hours of news, information and music programming each day. Much of ideastream radio
and television content is also available on-demand—anytime, anywhere—on the web at ideastream.org.

LOCAL IMPACT
■■ PBS represents the best of the TV medium: balanced news, detailed articles, great documentaries and drama.

■■ I love stories that highlight local people, places and ideas. I am grateful for the breadth of topics that are covered and the		
comprehensive and compelling ways in which brave stories are told

■■ Thanks for PBS News Hour, the superb special series entertainment like Victoria and ongoing programs like Antiques Road 		
Show. You are critical to our community, and I appreciate the efforts of everyone at WVIZ/PBS ideastream! 				
— Northeast Ohio WVIZ/PBS member comments during 2017 membership campaigns
■■ Thank you for the beautiful story you crafted around the (Oberlin Music choir) at the Grafton Reintegration Center. As I sat
watching the story, I found myself weeping in terms of the profound efforts the guys are putting forth to put their lives back
together. I very much appreciate the sensitivity that you gave to our story! 							
— Facility official interviewed for the March 2017 story
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Programming and public service at ideastream centers on topics identified by Northeast Ohioans as “what matters most to them and
their communities” through The Listening Project, now in its 16th year. Key interests include: arts and culture, community affairs,		
education, health and science and the State of Ohio. In 2016-2017, ideastream created and broadcast nearly 4,000 highly researched,
top-quality, in-depth, locally produced stories and programs covering an extensive array of issues across these identified topics, as well as
one other focus area—spotlight the region.

Arts and Culture
ideastream is a champion of arts and culture. Respondents to The Listening Project surveys continually cite Northeast Ohio’s arts and
culture organizations and opportunities as major assets in this region and as reasons why they choose to live and work here. ideastream
publicizes and broadcasts arts-based programming while celebrating Northeast Ohio’s cultural gems to boost regional pride and
encourage support for local cultural institutions.
During 2016-2017, ideastream aired more than 1,010 stories and programs exploring the regional arts and cultural scene. Television
stories and programs were broadcast on Ideas and Applause on WVIZ/PBS. Radio stories and programs aired on The Sound of Ideas®
or The Sound of Applause on 90.3 WCPN (heard weekdays during NPR’s Morning Edition, Here & Now and All Things Considered).
Programs highlighted:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Inflatable sculpture at the Akron Art Museum
2017 Rock Hall inductees cover wide range of styles
The Cleveland Orchestra’s 100th Anniversary
Cleveland Arts Prize 2017 winners
“100 things to do in Cleveland Before You Die” includes lunch at Sokolowski’s University Inn
2017 Anisfield-Wolf book award winners announced

ideastream hosted numerous live concerts, with most available by live-stream and later on TV, radio and on-demand. 90.3 WCPN
conducted its first Facebook Live production with songwriter Josh Ritter. Within four hours of the broadcast, the session reached
439,000 people, generated 219 comments and was shared 124 times! People tuned in from California to Australia! Other featured
musicians included Rachel Brown and the Beatnik Playboys and The Lighthouse and the Whaler. Internationally acclaimed musician
Jane Bunnett and Maqueque performed in the Westfield InsuranceTM Studio Theatre. Live performances included WCLV 104.9’s Nosh at
Noon preview of ChamberFest Cleveland from our KeyBank Studio, as well as First Fridays with pianist Lara Downs, violinist and Shaker
Heights native Andrew Sords and a preview of an Ohio Shakespeare Festival production including a live sword-fight demonstration!
ideastream went on location to broadcast other performances providing wide community access. These included The Cleveland		
Orchestra’s Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration Concert and Apollo’s Fire’s 25th Anniversary Season Concert. With long-time partner The
Cleveland Orchestra, ideastream recorded video and live-streamed audio from the panel discussion Is Bach’s St. John Passion		
Anti-Semitic? coordinated in collaboration with Case Western Reserve University and The Maltz Museum of Jewish Heritage. ideastream
shared this multimedia story locally and NPR’s Here & Now shared it nationally.

Community Affairs
While The Listening Project respondents report that community assets include arts and culture, academic institutions, parks and more,
Northeast Ohioans also express concerns facing our community. Residents worry about the economy, jobs, poverty, politics, government
and racism. During 2016-2017, ideastream produced more than 1,575 stories about these topics. Stories included:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Lessons from the 2016 election
The benefits and consequences of public financed sports venues
Libraries facing reduction in state support
Autonomous driving vehicles in Ohio
Low Great Lakes ice coverage
Ohio lawmakers propose bill to help domestic violence victims
Juvenile diversion programs

Weekdays on 90.3 WCPN’s The Sound of Ideas (broadcast from 9-10am) and weeknights on WVIZ/PBS’s Ideas (broadcast from		
7:30-8pm), experts and civic leaders from Northeast Ohio discussed topics of importance to the region. The radio program was also
video recorded for The Ohio Channel. On Fridays, the weekly “Reporters Roundtable” aired on 90.3 WCPN with segments broadcast later
that evening on WVIZ/PBS. These dialogues analyzed issues of local significance, including in-depth coverage of government, politics and		
elections. The Ohio Statehouse News Bureau chief reporter was always an integral member of these informative conversations.
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ideastream created and produced a week-long multiple media “Big Thought” project entitled “Zip Code: The Hidden Vital Sign.” Reporters
and producers traveled across Northeast Ohio to uncover some of the most pressing health issues and community conditions residents
face, how areas compare and what programs work to address issues. Data-driven reporting powered by the County Health Rankings
from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, Case Western Reserve University’s Center on Urban Poverty’s Northeast Ohio Community
and Neighborhood Data for Organizing database and the CDC’s new 500 Cities Project offered insight into how health is shaped more by
community than by choice.
With long-time partner The City Club of Cleveland, WVIZ/PBS, 90.3 WCPN and WCLV 104.9 broadcast public addresses, debates,
discussions and shared content across media streams. Forums covered in 2016-2017 included:
■■ Cleveland-raised Steve Phillips, Senior Fellow at the Center for American Progress, discussed the current election cycle and how
our nation’s demographic trends continue to shape the race (Phillips is the author of The New York Times best-selling book, 		
Brown is the New White. The basis for that book came from Phillips’ 2014 presentation to The City Club.)
■■ Sister-station WKSU Digital Editor/Reporter/Producer/Host M.L. Shultze moderated a discussion about the Cleveland Indians 		
featuring Manager Terry Francona and General Manager Mike Chernoff entitled Rally together: Lessons from a winning team
■■ Former Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives John Boehner, as he looks ahead to Trump administration
■■ The first 100 days of President Trump, moderated by ideastream Reporter/Producer Darielle Snipes

Education
WVIZ/PBS ideastream functions as Ohio’s “largest classroom” with educational programming for all ages. WVIZ/PBS devotes more than 60
hours each week to commercial-free educational programming that prepares young children for school and encourages lifelong learning.
The shows in the PBS KIDS lineup are favorite viewing choices for families, and the affiliated website contains numerous activities that
deepen learning in entertaining ways. From Clifford the Big Red Dog to Nature Cat, both children and adults have fun learning together.
ideastream Education programs encompassed many learning opportunities that included training and workshops for teachers, at-home
and in-class offerings for children, state-of-the-art distance learning capability in the Idea Center and creation of content that covered
statewide education issues. Additionally, the SMART Consortium delivered support in the areas of mathematics, science and		
English/language arts. During the 2016-2017 school year, ideastream provided opportunities to 37,797 students in 317 schools and
more than 2,636 educators participated in 307 professional development workshops across Cuyahoga, Lorain and Summit counties.
Nearly 170 educators attended the 2017 ideastream Technology + Learning Conference, enjoyed keynote addresses and engaged in
breakout sessions such as NewsDepth: Digital Literacy, Digital Media and You! and The Future of Learning: Self-Oriented Learning
Environment. Participant responses included: “I learned a lot of new information and met some great educators with awesome resources
to share!” Others noted the conference was a “(g)reat opportunity to see the amazing work local teachers are doing in their classrooms”
and that the IdeaShare enabled “awesome simple techniques” to be shared to help with classroom technology.
Additionally, ideastream Education hosted the annual Science and Mathematics THINK IN conference in partnership with the Cleveland
Museum of Natural History and the Great Lakes Science Center. More than 165 educators were treated to keynotes by David Eicher,
Editor-in-Chief for Astronomy Magazine, Craig Bartlett, Producer of PBS KIDS’ Ready Jet Go! and Amy Mainzer, Senior Research Scientist
at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Science Curriculum Consultant for Ready Jet Go!
During 2016-2017, ideastream broadcast 204 radio stories about regional and state education for StateImpact Ohio, a CPB funded project
on Education reporting executed through a collaboration between ideastream, WKSU Kent-Akron and WOSU Columbus. ideastream also
produced 97 educational TV programs and stories. Examples of education issues covered included:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Puerto Rican enrollment up in Northeast Ohio post Hurricane Maria
Medical manufacturer wants specialized training in Ohio schools
Why are there so many school levies on Ohio ballots
Later school bells could lead to economic growth for Ohio
For Ohio teachers, DACA is an education issue
Risk takers more likely to cheat says OSU study

Health and Science
ideastream helps the community understand and successfully address complicated health issues that can lead to improved outcomes.
Be Well, the ideastream health initiative since 2009, remains an effective source for information about wellness, disease prevention,
treatment options and emerging technologies specifically tailored to the Northeast Ohio audience.
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Throughout the 2016-2017 year, Be Well multimedia content covered four themes during designated time frames:
■■
■■
■■
■■

Derailed by Stress | October – November
Navigating Cancer | December – March
Opioids | April – June (However, ongoing due to the regional and national epidemic)
Health Disparities | July – September (Due to the threat of cutbacks, Be Well included a mini-series on Medicaid focusing on the
impact rollbacks would mean to Northeast Ohioans)

Be Well specials aired on WVIZ/PBS on Mondays at 7:30pm between September and October 2016 and then on Sundays at 11:30am
beginning November 2016. Segments also ran on the WVIZ/PBS World channel. Additionally, The Sound of Ideas devoted programs and
stories to health issues. Be Well’s radio segments were routinely aired during morning broadcasts of NPR’s Morning Edition, during
afternoon and evening broadcasts of NPR’s All Things Considered and were woven into other PBS and NPR offerings. Content was also
included in the ideastream-produced television program The State of Ohio, which airs on WVIZ/PBS and on other PBS stations/cable
channels across the Ohio.
Through Great Lakes Today, a product of the CPB-funded Great Lakes Regional Journalism Collaborative among ideastream, WBFO
Buffalo and WXXI Rochester, ideastream created original multimedia reports providing regional and national impact. NPR’s All Things
Considered nationally broadcast several stories.
During 2016-2017, ideastream produced nearly 500 health and science programs, including:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

New cancer treatments bringing hope of longer survival for some kinds of cancer
How Ohio’s new prescription opioid rules will impact dentists
Mental health issues challenge criminal justice system
How neighborhood may impact your sleep quality and quantity
Lake Erie Hack competition looks to technology entrepreneurs for potential solutions to challenges

State of Ohio
ideastream covered Ohio from all perspectives via the Ohio Public Radio and Television Statehouse News Bureau by producing The State of
Ohio, the only state weekly program about the activities of the state legislature and government. The program produced specials covering
elections, the Governor’s State of the State address, reviews of the past year and forecasts of the upcoming year. Reports covered:
■■
■■
■■
■■

State says income tax revenues miss projections third time in four months
New bill aims to make EpiPen medicine more affordable and accessible
New science program states crime lab lets elementary school students use academic skills
Proposal would grant judges more power to choose community control over prison time

The Ohio Channel, a service of Ohio’s public broadcasting stations managed by ideastream, combines Statehouse coverage with locally
produced PBS programs to give a statewide perspective on issues that affect the lives of all Ohioans. Using live Statehouse programming
supplied by Ohio Government Telecommunications and distributed by the Broadcast Educational Media Commission, the Ohio Channel
provides the most comprehensive coverage of state government issues. The channel also maintains an extensive video library on the
Governor, Ohio House Finance Committee, Ohio House of Representatives, Ohio Senate, Ohio Senate Finance Committee and the
Supreme Court of Ohio.

Spotlight the Region
Recognized for producing in-depth features and award-winning special programs, ideastream premiered several documentaries. Karamu:
100 Years in the House chronicled the incredible story of the oldest African-American performing arts theater in America, the Karamu
House in Cleveland’s historic Fairfax neighborhood. This special, hosted by Karamu House alum and “Grey’s Anatomy” cast member
James Pickens Jr., highlighted the key players, productions and claims to fame over the 100-year history of the organization. PBS will
broadcast the 30-minute special nationally during February 2018 in connection with Black History Month. Defeating Cancer: Precision
Medicine and Personalized Care, narrated by British actress, media personality and cancer survivor Sharon Osborne, highlighted
innovative breakthroughs in the ongoing battle against cancer. By focusing on several patients, the 60-minute documentary spanned
a range of territory and initiatives, including experts in Cleveland, Pennsylvania, Washington, D.C., and New Mexico and reflected the
diverse group of innovators working to advance cancer research. APT is making this special available to stations across the country also
beginning February 2018. It will become available globally in fall via APT Worldwide. The documentary Learning English: Diverse 		
Students in American Classrooms explored how Cleveland school students learn the language and what they need to succeed. 		
Additionally, APT selected the 2014 ideastream documentary Opera Reimagined: Animating the Cunning Little Vixen and the 2016
original hour-long documentary Violins of Hope: Strings of the Holocaust to be distributed nationally.
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Living History: From Outhwaite to Advocate
Public Housing and the Stokes Legacy
The latest event in the ideastream Living History community engagement series
explored the history of some of the first public housing projects in the nation as well
as the advocacy of brothers Carl and Louis Stokes (who grew up in public housing).
Panelists also examined where public housing stands today in Northeast Ohio. The
event was presented in partnership with Cuyahoga Community College’s project
“Stokes: Honoring the Past, Inspiring the Future,” a year-long, community-wide
commemoration of the 50th anniversary of Carl Stokes’ election as mayor of
Cleveland and a celebration of Carl and Louis Stokes’ lasting contributions to
Cleveland and the nation.
From left to right: Robert Madison, Architect, Robert P. Madison International, Inc.,
who lived in the Outhwaite Homes with his family after returning from the military;
Dr. Mittie Davis Jones, Emeritus Professor at Cleveland State University’s Maxine
Levin College of Urban Affairs, a public housing researcher who grew up in Detroit
public housing; Judge Sara Harper, Ohio Court of Appeals (retired); and Norm
Krumholz, Emeritus Professor of Urban Planning at Cleveland State University’s
Maxine Levin College of Urban Affairs, a City Planner in Carl Stokes’ mayoral
administration (and for subsequent mayoral administrations) and a CMHA board
member in the 1980s.

Cleveland Connects: Say Yes to Education
As Cleveland competes to land the national Say Yes to Education program for its
school students, community leaders shared their expertise about the challenges
ahead in a Cleveland Connects forum. Say Yes to Education aims to help students
better prepare for post-high school education and includes an element of tuition
assistance for each student to further their educational goals. Securing the
program will take the combined effort of Cleveland’s civic and education leaders.
The Cleveland Connects series is a project of ideastream, Cleveland.com, 		
The Plain Dealer and sponsor, PNC Bank.
From left to right: Eric Gordon, CEO, Cleveland Metropolitan School District;
Monyka Price, Chief of Education, City of Cleveland; David Rust, Executive Director
of Say Yes To Education, Buffalo; Sharon Sobol-Jordan, Chief of Staff, Cuyahoga
County; Augie Napoli, President & CEO, United Way of Greater Cleveland; 		
Mike McIntyre, ideastream Host/Moderator.

Mayoral Primary Debate
In keeping with The City Club of Cleveland forum tradition, all mayoral candidates
whose candidacy had been verified by the Board of Elections were invited to
participate in a 90-minute primary debate in August moderated by ideastream
Senior Reporter/Producer Rick Jackson.
From left to right: Eric Brewer, Brandon E. Chrostowski, Mayor Frank G. Jackson,
Jeff Johnson, Moderator Rick Jackson, Robert Kilo, Tony Madalone, Bill Patmon,
Zack Reed, Dyrone Smith.
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The Courting Justice Ohio series began when (former) national public media
host Tavis Smiley brought his Courting Justice town hall meeting to Cleveland in
December 2016.

Partnerships

Anthony Richardson,
Program Officer, Nord Family Foundation

In partnership with Cleveland.com, ideastream produced a public forum and multiple
media content series called “Justice for All.” The series focused on the inequalities
inherent in the criminal justice system. Participants discussed the disproportionate
impact that court fines, fees and bail have on Cleveland’s poor, including youth,
families and communities. ideastream broadcast content on 90.3 WCPN, 		
WVIZ/PBS and related web and social media platforms.
ideastream convened five discussions among key stakeholders to understand
better the nuances surrounding this topic and to use that input to provide ideas for
possible policy changes. Participants included were those:
■■ entering the legal field
■■ working day-to-day with the poor
■■ administering fines and who can advocate for changes (six municipal judges 		
across three counties and Ohio Transformation Fund members
■■ who were among influential members of the justice system who needed to 		
learn more about the issue and/or become advocates for needed changes
ideastream concluded the project with a culminating event at the Idea Center that
focused on the inequalities of the civil justice system with a keynote by 		
James J. Sandman, President of the Legal Services Corporation.

Reach in the Community
ideastream established new partnerships with prominent legal professionals as
well as with significant community and national organizations. Regional 		
organizations included Cleveland State University’s Marshall School of Law, Cleveland
Metropolitan Bar Association, The Centers for Families and Children, Legal Aid Society
of Cleveland, municipal and common pleas judges across the region and Ohio
Transformation Fund members. National organizations included the Legal Services
Corporation and the National Center for State Courts. Many representatives from
local organizations became “go-to” experts for subsequent content.

Impact and Feedback
Participant conversations were educational and insightful. The stakeholders
engaged by adding invaluable and nuanced perspectives to a very complex issue.
This multiple media and multi-stakeholder engagement project brought professionals
together who are in positions to drive change and create solutions. The project
spoke directly to the mission of ideastream strengthening our communities.
“It’s a broken system…these individuals get caught in year-long cycles of poverty
and incarceration.”
— Cuyahoga County Administrative and Presiding Judge John J. Russo
From left to right: Colleen M. Cotter, Esq., Executive Director, Legal Aid Society of
Cleveland; Anthony Richardson, Program Officer, Nord Family Foundation; Judge
Joan C. Synenberg, County Common Pleas Court; James J. Sandman, President,
Legal Services Corporation.
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NewsDepth’s 47th Season

NewsDepth is an award-winning, instructional multiple media package created and
produced by WVIZ/PBS ideastream that connects students to Ohio’s New Learning
Standards and is designed for student in grades 3-8. The weekly show presents
current events in an easy-to-understand format and provides related classroom
activities to help teachers reinforce state academic content standards across the
curriculum in language arts, social studies, science, math and other subjects. The
program, broadcast statewide on PBS affiliate stations, is also available online at
ideastream.org/programs/newsdepth.
NewsDepth’s popularity soared during 2016-2017 with increased numbers of students
(and teachers) around Ohio accessing content and interacting with program offerings.
According to Google Analytics, at the conclusion of season 47, the NewsDepth
website had 927,198 page views (284,467 unique), a substantial increase from
the entire 2015-2016 year, which had a stellar year with a total of 693,055 page
views. For the second year in a row, the NewsDepth website comprised a significant
percentage of all ideastream page views (with 12.8% for the 16-17 year/season 47
and 10.11% for the 15-16 year/season 46)! While students sent nearly as many
emails/letters to the NewsDepth team (about 11,500), far more schools engaged
during season 47 (451) versus 247 during season 46.
Additionally, with the NewsDepth Poll offering more engaging and thought-provoking
questions (for example, “Should we get rid of the Electoral College and elect
presidents by popular vote?” or “Who was the last immigrant in your family?”)
significantly more students responded, with 34,665 responses in season 47
compared to 16,128 responses in season 46! Popular weekly segments included:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Know Ohio
Petting Zoo with NewsCat
Buckeye Beat
Word Highlight
Weekly Voting Polls
Spot on Science (NEW!)
Politics on Point (NEW!)

Feedback
On the next show can you talk about the difference in the Democratic and the Republican parties? I think at least 98% of my class
doesn’t know the difference.
— Elementary School Student
I think that your show is very educational and sends a good message to kids who watch it. There are so many political issues going
on that it is hard to understand them all, but thanks to your show, it makes the information easier to understand.
— Elementary School Student
My 5th grade class loves your program. We watch it every week to learn about and discuss public issues. My students said they
would protest or march in support of cancer research and treatment. The story about the elephant protein got us thinking about
how long it takes for cancer treatments to become available. If the treatment works on animals, my students were hoping it could
be tested on humans sooner than 3 years from now. We’re all hoping for a cure.
— Elementary School Teacher

